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a b s t r a c t

Developing self-stabilizing solutions is considered to be more challenging and complicated
than developing classical solutions, where a proper initialization of the variables can
be assumed. Hence, to ease the task of the developers, some automatic techniques
have been proposed to design self-stabilizing algorithms. In this paper, we propose an
automatic transformer for algorithms in an extended population protocol model. Population
protocols is a model that was introduced recently for networks with a large number
of resource-limited mobile agents. We use a variant of this model. First, we assume
agents having characteristics (e.g., moving speed, communication radius) affecting their
intercommunication ‘‘speed’’, which is reflected by their cover times. Second, we assume
the existence of a special agentwith an unboundedmemory, the base station. The automatic
transformer takes as an input an algorithm solving a static problem (and meeting some
additional rather natural requirements) and outputs a self-stabilizing algorithm for the
same problem. The transformer is built using a re-execution approach (the technique
consisting of executing an algorithm repeatedly in order to obtain its self-stabilizing
version). We show that in the model we use, a transformer based on such an approach
is impossible without the assumption of an unbounded memory agent.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Mobile sensor networks have been developed recently in applications ranging from environment monitoring to
emergency search-and-rescue operations. For instance, ZebraNet [1] is a habitat monitoring application where sensors are
attached to zebras and collect biometric information (e.g., heart rate and body temperature) and information about their
behavior and migration patterns (via GPS). All the zebras in the population meet each other and ZebraNet’s agents (zebras’
attached sensors) send data to peer agents. Each agent stores its own sensor data aswell as data of other sensors that were in
range in the past. They upload data to a base stationwhenever it is near by. Another example, wheremobile sensorsmove in
a more predictable manner, is the EMMA project [2]—a pollution monitoring network of sensors attached to different kinds
of public transport vehicles. In EMMA, agents may share information whenever two vehicles meet and later, forward it to a
central server at a major bus or train stop.

As mobile sensor networks have their own unique characteristics, attempts have been made for developing specific
models. Angluin et al. [3,4] have proposed the population protocol model to describe networks of tiny mobile agents, where
the size of the population is large and possibly unknown. Each agent is represented by a finite state machine. Agents are
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anonymous and move in an asynchronous way such that each pair of agents is repeatedly close enough to communicate. It
has been emphasized that, due to the very nature of potential applications, the available memory in each sensor has to be
small. It has been also noted that such sensors are exposed to failures. In this paper, we address the latter problem too.

It was shown in [5] that the set of applications that can be solved in the original population protocol model of [3] is
rather limited. Hence, various extensions were suggested for the model of [3] (e.g., [6–9]). In [8], an oracle for eventual
leader detection is assumed. However, even with the help of an oracle, it is shown that constructing uniform self-stabilizing
leader election in (communication) rings is impossible when local fairness is assumed (a somewhat weaker fairness than
in [3]).

In the present paper, we consider a variant of population protocols that enables us to construct a general automatic
transformer (Section 3) that transforms a non-self-stabilizing population protocol (given as an input) into its self-stabilizing
version. The input protocol has to satisfy the following conditions. First, it should be correct for a non-simultaneous start
(which is a natural requirement in asynchronous systems; see Section 2 for details). Second, it should legally terminate
with the same vector of correct output values in every execution starting from the same initial configuration, regardless
of the schedule ‘‘chosen’’ by the adversary. Similar conditions on the input protocol are required for the self-stabilizing
transformers in [10–12] (we adopt the main idea of their method of transformation, as explained in Section 4). These
conditions are not very restrictive and define an important and large sub-class of distributed protocols. In Section 5,
we show specific protocols for information gathering and leader election, which are examples of protocols from this
sub-class.

The model we use here has been introduced in [13,14]. In this model, every two agents meet sometime (a common
assumption in population protocols [5,15]) and each agent v is associated with a cover time, cvv . The cover time of an agent
is the (unknown) number of events (pairwise interactions of agents) that occur in the whole system before an agent meets
with each other agent with certainty (see definition in Section 2.2). The cover time is a kind of an abstraction of agent’s
intercommunication/mobility characteristics such as physical speed,movement pattern, frequencies to visit different places,
communication range or reliability of a sensor. This model of population protocols with covering suits well networks where
the movements of agents are somewhat predictable. For example, recent observational studies and statistical analysis
(e.g., [16–20]) of human/animal randomwalkswith ‘‘homecoming’’ tendency (the tendency to return to some specific places,
e.g., agents’ homes) or whose mobility is restricted to being within a finite area, support this model with finite and bounded
cover times (a detailed discussion on the issue appears in [21]). Note that the cover times make it possible to construct fast
converging deterministic protocols and evaluate their complexities. It is impossible in the original model [3]. See Section 2.2
for details on the cover times.

In addition to the covering, we assume a distinguishable agent, the base station (BS), which has an unbounded memory
in contrast with the other agents (the size of the memory available to BS grows with the number of agents in the system).
Note that this is a natural assumption, because an agent such as BS is present inmany sensor network applications, and even
in the original population protocol model [3], BS is assumed to start all the agents simultaneously by the transmission of a
global signal. In addition, a distinguishable agent is used in other extensions of population protocols (e.g., [7,9]). In Section 4,
we justify the usage of BS in our design.

Self-stabilization [22] dealswith transient failures and is related to the self-*techniques. The transient failures can corrupt
the states of the agents, but not the code of the algorithm they execute. Note that dynamic events, in which the set of
agents changes, can bemodeled as transient failures. After an arbitrary number of transient failures, a self-stabilizing system
recovers by itself, without any external intervention, and in a bounded time. In themodel, it is assumed that all the transient
failures happen at the beginning of the execution (this deals with the case that the next fault occurs after a rather long time).
This is equivalent to assuming that the system is started in an arbitrary configuration. In the sequel, we use the term classical
for an algorithm assuming initialization, in contrast with a self-stabilizing algorithm.

Self-stabilizing population protocols were studied in [23,8]. There, variants of population protocols (such as assuming
complete or ring communication graphs, local fairness, or assuming an oracle for eventual leader detection [8]) are
considered and some self-stabilizing protocols for problems such as leader election and token circulation are given. The
main difference between the current paper and these previous ones is that we do not deal with specific self-stabilizing
solutions, but rather with a general transformer that converts any algorithm that is correct in a failure-free environment
into a self-stabilizing one.

Developing self-stabilizing solutions (and proving them) is considered to be more challenging and complicated than
developing classical ones. Thus, it is desirable to ease the task of designers by providing automatic transformers that receive
a classical algorithm and output its self-stabilizing version. Several such transformers have been designed and studied for
other models (see, for instance, [10,24–27]). However, to the best of our knowledge, up to now, none was suggested for
the model of population protocols. Note that the transformer presented in [15] deals with crash faults as well as transient
faults, however it assumes the bound on the number of these faults is known, contrary to the common assumption made in
self-stabilization.

This extended version draws upon results presented in a preliminary version [28]. The extensions are the following. First,
several examplesmotivating the transformation have been added (Section 5). Second, the assumptions on BS are weakened.
Here, BS is required to estimate only an upper bound on the cover time value of an agent it meets (see Section 2). This is
in contrast to the exact estimate requirement in [28]. Finally, we present an impossibility result, justifying the memory
assumption made on BS (Section 4).
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2. The model

2.1. Transition system

A system S is given as a set A of agents, where |A| = n and n is unknown to agents. As in [7], among the agents, there
is a distinguishable one, the base station (BS), which is (usually) non-mobile1 and can have unbounded memory in contrast
with the other agents. All the other agents are finite-state, anonymous (no identifiers and uniform codes) and referred to in
the paper asmobile.

Population protocols can be modeled as transition systems. An agent is modeled as a set of states and a set of transitions
between states. The state of an agent is the sequence of the values of its variables. The transitions are of the form (sx, sy) →

(s′x, s
′
y), where sx and s′x are two states of agent x, and sy and s′y two states of another agent y. A transition can be interpreted as

follows: when xmeets y (this is denoted by event (x, y)) they communicate and exchange values. As a result, x and y set their
states to s′x and s′y respectively. A configuration is a vector of the states of all the agents. We extend the transitions between
states to configurations as follows. First, without loss of generality and as in [3,4], we assume that no two events happen
‘‘simultaneously’’. Then, there is a transition between two configurations C and C ′, iff there is a transition (sx, sy) → (s′x, s

′
y)

for some two agents x and y. The states of all the other (≠ x, y) agents are identical in C and C ′.
An execution e of S is a sequence of couples (configuration, transition):

(C0, t0)(C1, t1)(C2, t2) . . . such that Ci+1 is obtained from Ci by the transition ti. An execution is said to be finite, iff from
some point on, no applicable transition changes the configuration. In this case, that non-changing configuration is said to be
terminal. When a terminal configuration is reached, we say that the termination has occurred. Each execution corresponds
to a unique sequence of events. If an execution e is finite, its length, denoted by |e| is the minimum number of events until
the termination.

Intuitively, it is convenient to view executions as if a scheduler (an adversary) ‘‘chooses’’ which two agents participate in
the next event. Formally, a scheduler D is a predicate on the sequences of events. A schedule of D is a sequence of events
that satisfies predicate D . A scheduler D is said to be fair, iff for every agent x, in any infinite schedule of D , x is chosen by
D infinitely often. This fairness is somewhat weaker (and more common in the literature) than the one used in the model
of [3,4]. Refer to, e.g., [23,8] for a discussion of fairness.

As in [29], a specificationP of a problem is a predicate on the executions. We say that an algorithmA solves specification
P , iff any execution of A satisfies predicate P . The specifications we consider here asks for termination and also for a
property O of the terminal configuration of an execution. This property is given as a predicate on a subset of variables called
output variables. We call legal a terminal configuration satisfying property O. In a legal configuration, output variables are
said to be correct. We call problems specified that way, static problems.

Self-stabilization. We adopt the definitions of [29] related to self-stabilization, in particular, those dealing with the notions
of convergence and correctness. Classical algorithms assume that every execution is started from an initial configuration.
This is not the case for self-stabilizing algorithms, whose executions can be started from any configuration. Given a static
problem P , we say that algorithm A stabilizes for P if there exists a subset L of the set of configurations, called legitimate
configurations, such that: (i) (convergence) every execution from any possible initial configuration reaches a configuration
in L. (ii) (correctness) every execution from a configuration in L only reaches configurations satisfying the property of
terminal configuration ofP . In other words, an algorithmA stabilizes forP , iff it converges towards the subset of legitimate
configurations and, once converged, never reaches configurations in which the property of terminal configuration of P is
not satisfied. When this happens, we say that stabilization has occurred.
Definition 2.1 (Local and Global Counting). Let l be any non-negative integer and x an agent in A.

• Let l locally counted events at x, denoted by [l]x, be l consecutive (from x’s point of view) events in which agent x
participates.

• Let l globally counted events, or just l (global) events, be l consecutive events in an execution.

Note that during [l]x, at least l globally counted events occur.
Definition 2.2 (Event Complexity). The worst case event complexity (or just the event complexity) of a system S (or of an
algorithm A) is the maximum length (counted by the number of global events) of an execution until termination (in case of
a system with initialization) or until stabilization (in case of a self-stabilizing system). In the latter case, we also call it the
stabilization complexity.

2.2. The cover time property (covering)

The cover time, defined below, is an abstraction of agent’smobility characteristics detailed in the introduction. Informally,
it indicates the ‘‘time’’ for a mobile agent to communicate successfully with all the other agents. As the systems we consider
are asynchronous, implying no real time, the ‘‘time’’ referenced here is the total number of communications (events) during
some interval.

1 If BS is mobile, it will not change the analysis in this paper.
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Given n agents, a vector cv = (cv1, cv2, . . . , cvn) of positive integers (the cover times) and a scheduler D , we say that
D (as well as each of its schedules) satisfies the cover time property, if in any cvi (i ∈ {1 . . .n}) consecutive events of each
schedule of D , agent i meets every other agent at least once. In addition, cvi is the minimum such number of events.2 Any
execution of a system under such a scheduler is one that satisfies the cover time property.
For two agents x and y, if cvx < cvy, then we say that x is faster than y, and y is slower than x. The minimum cover time value
is denoted by cvmin and the maximum one by cvmax. A fastest/slowest agent z has cvz = cvmin/cvz = cvmax. We denote by F
the set of fastest agents (whose cv = cvmin) and by |F| the size of F.
Remark 1. According to the definition of fairness in Section 2.1, a scheduler satisfying the cover time property is fair.
Remark 2. Note that there are vectors of integers such that there is no possible schedule satisfying the cover time property
implied by the vector (e.g, cv = (4, 6, 10, 10)). From now on, we assume cvs implying at least one possible schedule. For an
additional discussion on the validity of the cover time values, refer to [14].

Agents are not assumed to know cover times. Instead, we do assume thatwhen two agentsmeet, they are able to detectwhich
of them is faster (unless none of them is). That is, every agent x is given a primitive Faster such that for any agent y it meets,
Faster(x, y) returns 1, if x is faster than y, and 0 otherwise.

There may be different ways to implement Faster. For example, in a real system, each agent x may be given a category
number catx (a positive integer) such that for each two agents x and y, catx < caty ⇐⇒ Faster(x, y). In the EMMAproject [2],
different kinds of public transport vehicles (moving according to different itineraries) can correspond to different categories.
In ZebraNet [1], a measured temperature (or pulse) that is far from the normal can imply an ill animal, that is slower.
Hence, this animal is assigned a category number that is bigger than the one of healthy animals. In this example of the
implementation of Faster, we use a rather natural assumption that the number of different categories, m, is much smaller
than the size of the population n (m ≪ n) and agents do not know the value of m. In addition, note that categories are
not identifiers, because there can be an arbitrary number of agents in the same category and because agents in the same
category are indistinguishable. For simplicity of presentation, we assume the existence of such categories.

For BS, we need the following stronger requirement. We assume that BS, but not a mobile agent, is able to estimate an
upper bound on the value of the cover time of an agent it meets. Recall that BS has an unbounded memory, what may help it
in this task. For simplicity of presentation, we assume that BS maintains a table providing an upper bound on the cover time
of each category. For each agent j, its estimated cover time is denoted by cv∗

j. The minimum (maximum) cv∗
j is denoted by

cv∗

min (cv∗
max).

2.3. Start of computation

For a non-self-stabilizing algorithm, there are two alternative assumptions for the start of the computation: simultane-
ously and non-simultaneously. In the non-simultaneous case, at least one agent starts the computation spontaneously. Then,
each time an already started agent x meets a not yet started agent y, agent y starts too. A simultaneous start can be viewed
as a special case of the non-simultaneous one, in which the agents respond simultaneously to some global signal, e.g., from
BS, to initiate the computation.

The simultaneous start can be difficult (or even impossible) to realize in practice. For instance, in the example with
BS above, it implies that BS has a communication power strong enough to broadcast, instantaneously, to each mobile
agent, at whatever distance they may be. The non-simultaneous start seems a more realistic assumption. Moreover, a non-
simultaneous start is generally more natural for the algorithms designed to run in an asynchronous model (as in our case).

Assume a non-simultaneous start. Then, in no more than cvmin events, a fastest agent starts the algorithm and then, in
additional cvmin events it meets each other agent, causing everybody to start. Hence, in 2 · cvmin events, all the agents start
the computation. However, if 2 · cvmin > cvmax, this start happens in at most cvmax. Hence, all the agents start the compu-
tation in no more than min(2 · cvmin, cvmax). This simple observation can be useful for adapting some algorithms assuming
a simultaneous start to be correct for a non-simultaneous one, with an increase of at most additional min(2 · cvmin, cvmax)
events in the event complexity.

3. The transformer

Let us now present a transformer (compiler) that takes as an input a classical algorithmA satisfying the conditions below
and solving a static problem P . The transformer outputs the self-stabilizing version of A solving the self-stabilizing version
of P . Roughly speaking, the stabilization time of the output algorithm is of the order of the worst case complexity of the
input algorithm A with a multiplicative factor of cvmax

n−1 . Refer to Theorem 3.9.

Conditions on the input algorithm. First, the input algorithm A solves a static problem P with a non-simultaneous start (see
Section 2).3 Second, A legally terminates with the same vector of correct output values (finds the same solution) in every
execution starting from the same initial configuration (regardless of the schedule ‘‘chosen’’ by the scheduler).

2 We emphasize that this definition does not imply that an agent knows its cover time.
3 In fact, this condition can be weakened. It is sufficient that A solves P for only a subset of all the possible non-simultaneous starts—the subset where

BS is the first agent that starts the computation.
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We assume that an upper bound on the worst case event complexity of A is given as a non-decreasing function of the
cover times of the agents {cv1, cv2, . . . , cvn}. Hence, we also can express the bound as a non-decreasing function of cvmin
and cvmax, because any cover time value is at most cvmax. We denote this upper bound expressed in that way by WCCA.

3.1. The main idea and structure

Basically, the transformer is a composition of three modules, TClient (Section 3.4), TServerMin (Section 3.3), and
TServerMax (Section 3.2). TServerMax and TServerMin perform independently and provide inputs to TClient using a fair
composition [30,29]. Note that the fair composition requires that every execution contains infinitely many steps of each
module in the composition (or, for anymodule in the composition, contains an infinite suffix in which no step of themodule
is applicable). To fulfil this requirement here, at each event, an applicable step of each module in the composition is chosen
to be executed.

The main module TClient is aimed at initializing and executing A repeatedly. At the end of each such repetition, TClient
starts outputting a correct output of A (if no faults occur during the current repetition; otherwise, a correct output will
start being output at the end of the next repetition). To achieve this, TClient uses repeatedly three non-overlapping rounds
synchronized by BS. In the first round, all the agents are initialized according to the input classical algorithm A. In the
second round, agents are informed that the previous round has terminated. This is to ensure that no initializing transition
is performed during the next, third, round (note that this is not automatically ensured in the asynchronous model as ours).
In the third round, assuming that a proper initialization of A is performed, a ‘‘simulation’’ of an execution of A is performed
(with a non-simultaneous start, where the first agent that starts is BS).

Each new round is started by BS and this information is propagated (together with executing the appropriate transitions)
to the other agents. To knowwhen to switch to the next round, BS locally counts an appropriate number of events. Below,we
show that in order to accomplish the tasks of the first two rounds, BS has to count at least 2 · cvmin events for each of those
rounds. To accomplish the tasks of the third round, BS has to count at least max(2 · cvmin, WCCA) events. To enable such
counting, BS has to estimate the upper bounds on cvmin and (possibly) cvmax (and then, on WCCA). Algorithm TServerMin
provides such an estimation of cvmin as an input to TClient (in variable mincv). Algorithm TServerMax below provides an
estimation of cvmax as an input to TClient (in variable maxcv). The evaluated WCCA (by the mincv and maxcv values) in
TClient is denoted by WCC∗

A (see Fig. 2). Note that if WCCA only depends on cvmin, TClient makes no use of the maxcv value
provided by TServerMax.

We note that in the following analysis we assume that the system is started in an arbitrary configuration, but then, no
faults or population changes occur until stabilization. As we already noted in the introduction, this is a common assumption
in self-stabilization.

Observation 1. If WCCA only depends on cvmin, the transformer is correct even if maxcv is incorrect.

Proof. The observation follows from Lemma 3.8 (that is presented and proven later, in Section 3.4). �

We take advantage of this observation for constructing TServerMax.

3.2. Algorithm TServerMax

First, we construct (below) a non-self-stabilizing algorithm NSSmaxcv that estimates an upper bound of cvmax (from a
non-simultaneous start), in 3 · cvmin events. Hence, WCCNSSmaxcv = 3 · cvmin. By Observation 1, we can use the transformer
(presented and proven later in Section 3.4) to transform NSSmaxcv to be self stabilizing. This may look cyclical, since
TServerMax (that we construct now) is also a part of the transformer. However, by Observation 1, in this case (where
WCCNSSmaxcv only depends on cvmin), the transformer makes no use of TServerMax. Hence, the transformation of NSSmaxcv
results in a self-stabilizing algorithm TServerMax estimating cvmax. The output of TServerMax is provided in variable maxcv
that resides in BS.

AlgorithmNSSmaxcv. In this algorithm, every agent x (including BS) has a variablemaxcatx which is initialized to catx.When
a started agent x meets agent y (y becomes started, if not started already), x assigns maxcatx := max(maxcatx, maxcaty).
In cvmin events, all fastest agents meet some started agent and start the computation. Then, in additional cvmin events, every
fastest agent f meets a slowest agent, and f assigns a maximum category number to maxcatf . Finally, in additional cvmin
events (after 3 · cvmin in overall), some fastest agent meets BS, and BS assigns a maximum category number to its maxcatBS .
Now, by the assumption onBS (see Section 2.2), BS estimates the upper bound of cvmax using themaximumcategory number,
and saves the estimation (whose value denoted by cv∗

max) in maxcv.

Lemma 3.1. TServerMax stabilizes to cv∗
max in maxcv in O([2 · cv∗

min]
BS) events. The space complexity of TServerMax for every

mobile agent is O(m), wherem is the number of different categories (see Section 2.2).

Proof. In Section 3.3, we show that TServerMin stabilizes in [2 · cv∗

min + 1]BS events. Hence and by Lemma 3.8, TServerMax
stabilizes to a correct output in O([2 · cv∗

min]
BS) events. Let us now analyze the memory requirements for TServerMax.

NSSmaxcv requires space for variable maxcat in every mobile agent. TServerMin is not executed in mobile agents. TClient
requires additional constant memory (a number of bits) for every mobile agent (see Fig. 2). Hence, the lemma follows. �
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Memory in a mobile agent j ≠ BS:
catj : positive integer /* the category number of j */

Memory in BS:
countersrv : integer /* counter of the local events at BS */
mincv, mincv′ : positive integer /* mincv is an output of TServerMin */
mincat, mincat′ : positive integer /* mincat is an output of TServerMin */
cv∗

j : positive integer /* the estimated (by BS) cover time value of j */

Whenever an agent j communicates with BS:
1 if countersrv ≤ 0 then
2 mincv := mincv′

; mincat := mincat′ /* end of a round - output update */
3 mincv′

:= cv∗
j; countersrv := cv∗

j /* start of a round - initialization */
4 mincat′

:= catj
else
5 countersrv := min(countersrv, mincv′) − max(1, mincv′

− cv∗
j + 1)

6 mincv′
:= min(cv∗

j, mincv′)
7 mincat′

:= min(catj, mincat′)

Fig. 1. TServerMin.

3.3. Algorithm TServerMin (Fig. 1)

The purpose of this algorithm running at BS is to estimate cvmin (to compute cv∗

min) and to find out the agents’ minimum
category number in a self-stabilizing manner. The output of TServerMin is saved in variables mincv and mincat that are
used as inputs in TClient.

TServerMin executes rounds repeatedly. These are different and separate rounds from those of TClient. TServerMin uses
an event counter (variable countersrv) to start a new round when the counter becomes 0 or smaller (line 1). The output
(mincv and mincat) is updated once in a round (line 2). A round is a segment of an execution of TServerMin which ends
at line 2; and a complete round is a round that had also been started at line 3. Incomplete rounds arise from a bad (faulty)
initialization.

By Lemma 3.2 below, each round lasts at most [cv∗

min + 1]BS events. The output is updated to the correct value after each
complete round (at line 2). Hence, convergence and correctness are ensured after [2 · cv∗

min + 1]BS events.
Informally, in each round, TServerMin counts local events (a lower bound on the number of the global events occurring

during the counting) to estimate the ‘‘time’’ when at least one fastest agent (with cv = cvmin) has met BS. An adversary can
initialize the counter to be very big and cause a very long round. To avoid that and to self-stabilize fast, each time BS meets
an agent jwith cv∗

j smaller than the value to which the counter was ‘‘initialized’’ the last time, it acts as follows (line 5): (1)
it ‘‘initializes’’ the event counter to cv∗

j (because it is enough to count cv∗

min to meet at least one fastest agent); and then,
(2) it subtracts from the new counter value (resulting from (1)) the number of events that have been already counted at BS
since the last such ‘‘initialization’’.

We prove Lemma 3.2 in two parts. First, we show that if the counter at BS is initialized by the adversary or by TServerMin
(in case of a complete round) to be bigger than or equal to cv∗

min, then in at most [cv∗

min + 1]BS events, BS obtains a correct
output. Otherwise, if the counter at BS is initialized to be smaller than cv∗

min, then the ongoing round cannot be a complete
one (since a complete round starts at line 3, where the counter is set to be at least cv∗

min) and it ends in less than [cv∗

min+1]BS
events.

Lemma 3.2. Each round of TServerMin lasts at most [cv∗

min + 1]BS events. In addition, at the end of a complete round, the output
of TServerMin is correct, i.e., mincv = cv∗

min and mincat is set to a minimum category number.

Proof. If at the first local event of the round at BS, the condition at line 1 is true, the round (an incomplete one) is ended
and the lemma follows trivially. Otherwise, there are two cases: (1) at the beginning of a round (just after the faults or at the
beginning of a complete round, at line 3), mincv′

≥ cv∗

min and counter
srv

≥ cv∗

min; or (2) the initial value of mincv
′ < cv∗

min
or/and the initial value of countersrv < cv∗

min (cannot be the case of a complete round; see line 3).
First, note that in both cases ((1) and (2)), mincv′ is assigned cv∗

j (line 3) or min(cv∗
j, mincv′) (line 6), at least once in the

round (at least at the first local event at BS in the round). After that, during the round, we have mincv′
≤ cv∗

max.
We treat case (1) first. Let ex be an event (BS, j) and also the [x]BS th event of the round such that ex is the first meeting of BS
with some fastest agent (j, in this case), in the round. Just before ex, mincv′

≥ cv∗
j (= cv∗

min). In ex, at line 5, the counter
is updated such that countersrv ≤ (cv∗

max − (x − 1) − (cv∗
max − cv∗

min + 1)) = cv∗

min − x. At the next lines, lines 6–7,
mincv′ is assigned with cv∗

min and mincat′ with theminimum category. In at most additional cv∗

min −x+1 local events, the
condition at line 1 becomes true and mincv/mincat is assigned with mincv′/mincat′, which is equal to cv∗

min/minimum
category (mincv′ / mincat′ stayed unchanged since ex and till now). Thus, in total, in case (1), in at most cv∗

min + 1 local
events, the round ends (and the new one starts) and at line 2, mincv and mincat are assigned correctly.
In case (2), it is easy to see by the code (line 5) that the round ends in less than cv∗

min + 1 local events. In this case, at the
first local event of the round at BS, line 5 has to be executed (since line 3 cannot be executed during the round in this case).
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Memory in a mobile agent j ≠ BS:
roundj ∈ {0, 1, 2} /* the round indicator of j */
fastestj ∈ {0, 1} /* a bit to mark a fastest agent */
outputj /* set of the output variables of TClient */
catj : positive integer /* the category number of j */

Memory in BS:
countercln : integer /* counter of the local events at BS */
round ∈ {0, 1, 2} /* the round indicator of BS */
mincv : positive integer /* output of TServerMin; used here as an input */
mincat : positive integer /* output of TServerMin; used here as an input */
maxcv : positive integer /* output of TServerMax; used here as an input */
WCC∗

A : positive integer /* evaluated WCCA */
outputBS /* set of the output variables of TClient */

Whenever agent j communicates with BS:
1 WCC∗

A := ⟨ WCCA evaluated by the values of mincv and (possibly of) maxcv ⟩

2 countercln
:= min(countercln,max(2 · mincv, WCC∗

A)) − 1
3 if round = 0 then
4 if roundj = 2 then ⟨ update outputj by the corresponding output variables of A ⟩

5 ⟨ initialize variables of A at j and BS ⟩

6 if (catj ≤ mincat) then fastestj := 1 /* j is a faster agent */
7 else fastestj := 0
8 if countercln

≤ 0 then
9 countercln

:= 2 · mincv; round := 1 /* start of 1-round */
10 else if round = 1 then
11 if countercln

≤ 0 then
12 countercln

:= max(2 · mincv, WCC∗
A); round := 2 /* start of 2-round */

13 else /* round = 2 */
14 ⟨ perform a transition of A for event (BS, j) ⟩

15 if countercln
≤ 0 then

16 countercln
:= 2 · mincv; round := 0 /* start of 0-round */

17 ⟨ update outputBS and outputj by the corresponding output variables of A ⟩

18 roundj := round

Whenever agent j communicates with an agent i ≠ BS:
19 if Faster(i, j) then fastestj := 0 /* j is not a faster agent */
20 if (roundi = 0 ∧ fastesti ∧ ¬fastestj) then
21 if roundj = 2 then ⟨ update outputj by the corresponding output of A ⟩

22 roundj := 0; ⟨ initialize variables of A at j ⟩
23 else if (roundi = 1 ∧ fastesti ∧ roundj = 0 ∧ ¬fastestj) then
24 roundj := 1
25 else if (roundi = 2 ∧ roundj ≠ 0) then
26 roundj := 2; ⟨ perform a transition of A for event (i, j) ⟩

Fig. 2. TClient.

In this event, at line 5, the counter is updated such that countersrv < cv∗

min − 1. Then, in less than cv∗

min local events, the
condition at line 1 becomes true and the round ends at line 2. �

3.4. Algorithm TClient (Fig. 2)

TClient executes at BS and at the mobile agents. It uses as an input, a non-self-stabilizing algorithm A, the output
(mincv and mincat) of TServerMin. In the case where WCCA depends also on cvmax, TClient also uses the output (maxcv)
of TServerMax. The mincv, mincat and maxcv variables are the only variables shared between the various modules of the
transformer. TClient is the only module who uses them as inputs. It reads these variables, but does not write to them. Hence,
the conditions for the fair composition are satisfied (see [29,30]). As TServerMin and TServerMax are self-stabilizing, theywill
provide the correct output values eventually. Below, we prove that TClient is itself self-stabilizing given that those values
are correct.

As we already mentioned, TClient executes three rounds repeatedly. The different rounds are numbered from 0 to 2 and
denoted 0-round, 1-round and 2-round. Each new round is started by BS and the round number is propagated from agent
to agent via their round indicators. We explain the details of this propagation later.

Each of the three rounds has a task to perform. BS counts local events to determine when the task terminates and then,
switches to the next round. Each 0-round is used to ‘‘reset’’ (initialize) the states of all the agents to start the upcoming
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execution of A with properly initialized variables. In this round, just before each agent performs the initialization action,
it saves the output values from the previous execution of A (see details below). Each 1-round is used to inform that the
previous ‘‘reset’’ round has terminated. This ensures (if no faults occurred recently) that no ‘‘reset’’ action is performed
during the next round, 2-round, in which A is executed.

The output variables of A that were computed during a 2-round, are saved in the corresponding variables of TClient,
during the following 0-round. In the code (Fig. 2), we represent these TClient’s variables by generic type variables outputi,
for every agent i. These variables are the output variables of TClient andof the output (transformed) self-stabilizing algorithm.
Note lines 4, 17, and 21 in the code of TClient where these variables are updated and saved. This is necessary, because the
variables ofA (and possibly its output variables) are re-initialized just after, during the 0-round (while the output variables
outputi of TClient are not modified until the very end of the next 2-round). As A is assumed to terminate with the same
vector of correct output values from a given initial configuration, these output values are re-computed identically in each
(‘‘complete’’) repetition of an execution of A. This provides a stabilization of the output algorithm.

The propagation of a roundnumber is performed as follows. Each agent i (including BS) has around variable—an indicator
of the ongoing round in the system. Any agent communicating with BS sets its round indicator according to the round
indicator of BS. In addition, any agent eventually knows whether it is a fastest agent or not, via the fastest bit value. These
bits are computed in TClient in a self-stabilizingway, using primitive Faster (in themobile agents; line 19) and theminimum
category number (in BS; lines 6–7) provided by TServerMin. In 0- and 1- rounds, non-fastest mobile agents adopt the round
value of the fastest ones (with the fastest bit equals 1) only. However, only BS can change the round indicator of a fastest
agent. Such an acyclic way of propagating the round number prevents an undesirable instability of the round indicators.

Definition 3.1 (Complete and Incomplete i-round). Each i-round is a segment of an execution of TClient during which the
round indicator at BS equals i. A complete 0-round is a 0-roundwhich starts at line 16 (Fig. 2) and ends at line 9. A complete
1-round is a 1-roundwhich starts at line 9 and ends at line 12. A complete 2-round is a 2-roundwhich starts at line 12 and
ends at line 16.
An incomplete i-round is an i-roundwhich is not a complete one. Incomplete rounds arise from a bad (faulty) initialization.

Lemma 3.3. Assume that the output of TServerMin is correct. Then, each complete 0-round lasts [2 ·cv∗

min]
BS events. In addition,

at the end of the 0-round (just before line 9), the round indicators of all the agents are set to 0 and all the agents are initialized
according to the initialization of the given non-self-stabilizing algorithm A. The fastest bit of every fastest agent is set to 1, and
to 0 for others. These bits stay unchanged thereafter.

Proof. Since, the lemma considers a complete 0-round (see Definition 3.1), the round has started at line 16. In this line,
countercln is set to 2 · mincv. Hence and by line 2, the 0-round lasts [2 · cv∗

min]
BS (during which at least 2 · cv∗

min global
events occur in the system). After the round has started at line 16, in cv∗

min events, every fastest agent f meets BS and sets
roundf := 0 (line 18) and fastestf := 1 (line 6). From this point on, no line of the code can change fastestf of any
f (see lines 6, 7 and 19). Hence, line 24 cannot be executed by any fastest agent. Line 26 cannot be executed by f with
roundf := 0. Hence, the value of roundf cannot change during the remaining events of the corresponding 0-round. Hence,
since roundf = 0 and fastestf = 1 in this round, lines 14 and 26 (the transitions of A) cannot be executed by any fastest
f until the end of the round. Note that f is initialized at line 5, at the samemeeting with BS, when it assigns roundf = 0 and
fastestf = 1. Hence, after the first cv∗

min events of the round, every fastest agent and BS initialize A internal variables at
line 5 and these variables stay unchanged at least until the end of the round.
Starting from the first event of the round, in cv∗

min events, every fastest agentmeets every other non-fastest agent s. Thus, the
fastests bit of s is set to 0 (at line 19). After the first cv∗

min events of a complete 0-round, the fastest bits of non-fastest
agents stay unchanged, because the condition in line 6 is correct only for fastest agents. Any other line of the code cannot
change a fastest bit to 1. Hence, after the first cv∗

min events of a complete 0-round, all the fastest bits stay unchanged.
After additional cv∗

min events, in 2 · cv∗

min events in total, every non-fastest agent meets a fastest one, sets its round indicator
to 0 and initializes its A variables, at line 22. From this point on and until the end of the round, lines 14, 26 (the only lines
that can change the variables of A) cannot be executed. Line 24 cannot be executed either and thus, the round indicators of
all the agents stay unchanged until the end of the round. The lemma follows. �

Lemma 3.4. Assume that the output of TServerMin is correct. Let e be a TClient execution sequence composed of 2 consecutive
complete i-rounds such that e ≡ [0-round 1-round]. Then, at the end of e (just before line 12), the round indicator of every
agent equals 1 and all the agents are initialized according to (the non-self-stabilizing) algorithm A. In addition, the corresponding
1-round lasts [2 · cv∗

min]
BS events.

Proof. By Lemma3.3, at the endof a complete 0-round, all the agents are initialized (according toA), all the round indicators
are equal to 0, and the fastest bits of all the fastest agents are equal to 1 and to 0 for the others. In addition, at BS, the
counter countercln is set to 2 · cv∗

min and the round indicator to 1 (due to the start of the 1-round; line 9). Then, during the
next [2 ·cv∗

min]
BS events, the round indicator at BS is 1 (line 2, 9, 10–12). Hence, line 14 (transition ofA) cannot be executed.

Thus, BS stays initialized during all the 1-round. Hence, the lemma follows for BS.
Let us now prove by induction on the number of events that line 26 cannot be executed (also), during the 1-round. First of
all, note that during the 1-round, line 26 can be executed only if one of the agents in the event has its round indicator set to 2.
By Lemma 3.3, at the beginning of the 1-round, no round indicator equals 2. Hence, the basis of the induction is proven.
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Now, assume that during the first k events (of the 1-round), line 26 cannot be executed. Hence, by the end of the kth event,
no round indicator equals 2 (because in the 1-round, only in line 26, round indicator may be set to 2). Hence, the induction
is correct also for event k + 1.
Thus, during all the 1-round, round indicators can be set to 1 or to 0 by a fastest agent (lines 22, 24) and to 1 by BS (line
1). During the first cv∗

min events in a 1-round, every fastest agent f meets BS and sets its roundf indicator to 1 (line 18).
Hence, after the first cv∗

min events in the 1-round, round indicators can be set to 1 only (by the fastest agents, line 24). Hence,
in 2 · cv∗

min events, all the round indicators are set to 1 and stay unchanged until the end of the 1-round. In addition, by
Lemma 3.3 and since we showed that lines 14 and 26 cannot be executed during the 1-round, all the agents are initialized
(according to A) at the end of the round. �

Lemma 3.5. Assume that the output variables of TServerMin and of TServerMax are correct. Let e be a TClient execution sequence
composed of 3 consecutive complete i-rounds such that e ≡ [0-round 1-round 2-round]. Then, at the end of e (just before line
16), the round indicator of all agents equals 2 and the output variables of A are correct. In addition, the corresponding 2-round
lasts [max(2 · cv∗

min, WCC
∗
A)]BS events.

If WCCA is a function of cvmin only, the statements in the lemma hold even if maxcv is incorrect.

Proof. By Lemma 3.4, at the end of the 1-round in e, the round indicators of all the agents are equal to 1 and each agent is in
the initial state according toA. Then, the next round, starts at line 12, where BS sets its round indicator to 2. By Definition 3.1
at this moment, a complete 2-round, starts. During this round, in line 18, a round indicator can be set only to 2. By a simple
induction on the number of events in this 2-round, it can be shown that during the 2-round, no round indicator equals 0.
Thus, lines 5 or 22 cannot be executed. This ensures that no initialization action is executed during the 2-round.
First, by lines 2, 12, and 13–16, the 2-round lasts at least 2 ·cv∗

min events.We show that there are enough events to set all the
round indicators to 2 by the end of the 2-round. During the first cv∗

min events in this 2-round, every fastest agent meets BS
and sets its round indicator to 2. Then and till the end of the round, this indicator stays unchanged, because the conditions
at lines 20 and 23 are false (for any meeting (i, j)). Then, in additional cv∗

min events, a fastest agent meets all the others and
they set their indicators to 2, at line 26. These indicators stay unchanged too, until the end of e, by the same lines as for the
fastest agents.
BS is the first agent that starts a complete 2-round by setting its round indicator to 2 at line 12. Then, any agent
communicating with BS during this 2-round, sets its round indicator to 2, and both agents perform a transition of A (line
14). Then, each time an agent iwith a round indicator equal to 2meets another agent jwith roundj = 1, agent j sets its round
indicator to 2, and both agents perform a transition of A (line 26). Whenever any two agents, both with round indicators
equal to 2, meet, they perform a transition ofA too (line 26). Note that (by the above) during this 2-round, a round indicator
cannot be changed after it has been set to 2.
Such a behavior simulates an execution of A exactly (this execution starts non-simultaneously at BS). Note that by the
arguments earlier in the proof, no initialization actions of A are performed during this simulation, but only the actual
transitions of A. In addition, due to the correctness of mincv and maxcv, WCC∗

A is evaluated at line 1 correctly. Hence and
because WCCA is a non-decreasing function of cvmin and cvmax, the 2-round in e lasts at least [max(2 ·cv∗

min, WCCA)]BS events
(line 12), which are at least WCCA global events. Hence, at the end of the 2-round in e, the output variables of A are correct.
Note that if WCCA is a function of cv∗

min only, the proof above does not need maxcv. �

Lemma 3.6. Assume that the output variables of TServerMin and of TServerMax are correct. Let e be a TClient execution sequence
composed of 4 consecutive complete i-rounds such that e ≡ [0-round 1-round 2-round 0-round]. Then, at the end of e (line
9), the output variables of TClient (output) are correct (satisfy the property of terminal configuration of P that A solves) and
stay correct and unchanged thereafter.
If WCCA is a function of cvmin only, the statements in the lemma hold even if maxcv is incorrect.

Proof. By Lemma 3.5, at the end of the 2-round in e, all the round indicators are set to 2. Now, consider the next 0-round
in e. During this round, line 26 cannot be executed for an agent that has already set its round indicator to 0. Line 24 cannot
be executed too, because the round indicators of the fastest agents can be set (only by BS) only to 0, during a 0-round. Thus,
during this 0-round, the round indicators stay unchanged, after they have been set to 0. Hence, during the last 0-round in
e, the update of the output variables of TClient by those of A (at lines 4, 17 and 21) is performed at most once for any agent.
In addition, when it happens, the output of A is copied to the corresponding output of the TClient before the initialization
actions of A are performed at the same event (at lines 5 and 22). Hence, these actions cannot change the output of A (from
the last execution of A) before it is saved at lines 4, 17 and 21. Hence and by Lemma 3.5, the correct output of A is saved in
these lines.
Let us now show that in no more than 2 · cv∗

min events during the last 0-round in e, every agent saves the correct output of
A in the corresponding output variables of TClient. Note that by Lemma 3.3, any complete 0-round lasts at least 2 · cv∗

min
(global) events. In the first event (BS, j) of the last 0-round in e, at line 17, BS and the agent j update the output variables of
TClient to the correct ones ofA. Then, every (except perhaps j) fastest agentmeets BS in cv∗

min events and updates the output
variables of TClient (to the correct ones) at line 4 (j does that at line 17, as noted above). Then, in additional cv∗

min events, all
the other agents update these variables at line 21 or at line 4 (if they did not make it already in this round).
From this moment, it is easy to see that the output variables of TClient stay untouched until the end of the next 2-round
(the one that starts after e). In the following 0-round, these variables are updated again to the correct values (by the same
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arguments as above). These values are identical to those that were saved before, because A is assumed to terminate with
the same vector of correct output values from the same initial configuration.
The lemma follows. �

Lemma 3.7. Assume that the output variables of TServerMin and of TServerMax are correct. Then, each i-round lasts at most
[max(2 · cv∗

min, WCC
∗
A)]BS events.

If WCCA is a function of cvmin only, the statement holds even if maxcv is incorrect.

Proof. The lemma follows from Lemmas 3.3–3.5. �

Lemma 3.8. Assume that the output variables of TServerMin and of TServerMax are correct. Then, in [7 ·max(2 ·cv∗

min, WCC
∗
A)]BS

events, TClient stabilizes for P (the problem that A solves).
If WCCA is a function of cvmin only, the statement holds even if maxcv is incorrect.

Proof. Consider an execution sequence e composed of 4 consecutive complete i-rounds e ≡ [0-round 1-round 2-round
0-round]. Let us define the legitimate configurations for TClient as the configurations reached after e. Then, by Lemma 3.6,
TClient stabilizes forP at the end of e. Consider an incomplete 0-round. By Lemma 3.7 and Definition 3.1, the next complete
0-round starts in at most [3 · max(2 · cv∗

min, WCC
∗
A)]BS . Hence and by Lemma 3.7, TClient stabilizes for P in no more than

[7 · max(2 · cv∗

min, WCC
∗
A)]BS . �

Theorem 3.9. Let the input of the presented transformer be a classical (assuming initialization) algorithm A that solves a static
problem P from a non-simultaneous start and legally terminates with the same vector of correct output values in every execution
starting from the same initial configuration. In addition, the upper bound WCCA on the worst case complexity of A is given
as an non-decreasing function of cvmin and cvmax. Then, the output of the transformer is an algorithm that stabilizes for P in
O([max(2 · cv∗

min, WCC
∗
A)]BS) local events, which are O( cvmax

n−1 · max(2 · cv∗

min, WCC
∗
A)) global events. WCC∗

A and cv∗

min are upper
bounds on WCCA and cvmin, respectively (these upper bounds are provided by BS).
The additional memory requirement for the transformation (on top of the memory requirement for A) is O(m) for every mobile
agent, wherem is the number of different categories (see Section 2.2).

Proof. The analysis of TServerMin and TServerMax in this section (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1) shows that each of these algorithms
stabilizes to the correct output in O([cv∗

min]
BS) events. In addition, it is clear that TServerMin and TServerMax make no use

of any of the TClient variables, so that the variable condition for the fair composition is satisfied. Hence and by Lemma 3.8,
TClient stabilizes for P in O([max(2 · cv∗

min, WCC
∗
A)]BS) events.

Now, let us express this complexity by the number of global events instead of the local ones at BS. By the cover time property
(see Section 2.2), in any cvBS global events, BS participates in at least one event with every other agent out of n − 1. Hence,
in any cvBS global events, BS counts locally at least n − 1 events. Thus, in O( cvmax

n−1 · max(2 · cvmin, WCC∗
A)) global events

(cvBS ≤ cvmax), the convergence and correctness of the output (transformed) algorithm are ensured.
Now, let us show the memory requirement stated in the theorem. The transformer is composed of three modules. By
Lemma 3.1, TServerMax requires O(m) memory for every mobile agent. TServerMin is not executed in mobile agents. TClient
requires additional constant memory (a constant number of bits) for every mobile agent (see Fig. 2). Hence, the theorem
follows. �

4. Impossibility without BS

The technique consisting of executing an algorithm repeatedly in order to obtain its self-stabilizing version (under some
conditions on the algorithm) is well known since [10]. In [10,11], an algorithm implementing this technique is called a
‘‘re-synchronizer compiler’’. In [12], the same technique is called a ‘‘re-computation of floating output’’. Let us denote this
technique (or approach) by the term the re-execution approach . In this approach, a non-stabilizing algorithm with a stable
output is re-executed indefinitely. That is, when one execution ends, a new execution starts. If the different re-executions
are correctly synchronized, the same stable output is re-computed infinitely often. The transformer we present adopts this
technique and adapts it to the model we use here, with the assumption of a powerful base station. In this section, we raise
the question of whether or not such an assumption is necessary. We give this question a positive answer.

We start with an informal explanation of what we are going to prove. Later, we define that formally. Consider the re-
execution approach that re-executes an algorithm A indefinitely. Let us number the re-executions starting from the first one.
According to the re-execution approach in [10–12], each agent uses the same set of variables in all the executions. The
motivation for that in our model is even stronger, since the memory of each agent is small. Hence, at any point in time, an
agent can participate in only one re-execution i. Indeed, in [10–12], the consecutive re-executions of A are designed such
that they do not overlap in time. That is, an agent starts performing the transitions of re-execution i+ 1 only after all the agents
are done performing transitions of re-execution i.

Now, envision an imaginaryunbounded counter attached to every agent. That is, the counter has no effect on the execution
and is just used for the sake of the argument. It counts the number of successive re-executions performed by an agent.
The imaginary counter is incremented by one each time an agent performs its first transition in the new re-execution. For
simplicity, assume that no faults occur and that all the counters are initialized to the same value simultaneously at the
beginning of the first execution of A. Then, according to the previous paragraph, the following non-overlapping re-execution
property holds for any algorithm using the re-execution approach of [10–12].
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Non-overlapping re-execution property: all the imaginary counters have to differ by no more than one in every configuration.
However, we formalize this property below and prove that it cannot be satisfied without a memory resourceful agent in the
model of population protocols with covering (even in the special case of the classical, non-faultymodel).We note that we do
not prove that a self-stabilizing transformer is impossiblewhen all agents are resource limited (althoughwe conjecture that).
We just prove that a self-stabilizing transformer based on the re-execution approach of [10–12] (formally, the transformer
satisfying the non-overlapping re-execution property we define below) is impossible without the assumption of a memory
resourceful agent.

Definition 4.1 (Non-overlapping Re-execution Property). Let TA be a transition system that performs re-executions of an
algorithm A indefinitely, such that at any point in time, an agent can participate in only one specific re-execution i. Let
every agent have an imaginary unbounded counter which is not a part of TA.4 This imaginary counter is automatically
incremented by one, if and only if an agent performs its first transition of A in the new re-execution. TA is said to satisfy the
non-overlapping re-execution property if and only if:

(a) In every configuration, the counters of two agents, differ by no more than 1.
(b) The counter of every agent is incremented infinitely often and is never decremented.

Definition 4.2. Assume the model of population protocols with covering.

• Let a generic solution be an algorithm that outputs a transition system for every possible population of (every) size n and
for (every) vector of cover times cv.5

• Let a generic solution for the non-overlapping re-execution be a generic solution providing only transition systems satisfying
the non-overlapping re-execution property ( Definition 4.1).

• A local transition system of an agent x is a projection of the (global) transition system (defined in Section 2.1) on x. That is,
it is the set of all the states and the transitions of x. Since the codes of themobile agents are uniform, their local transition
systems are identical. A (global) transition system is bounded, if and only if the two local transition systems of a mobile
agent and of BS are bounded in size, independently of n.

• A generic solution is bounded, if and only if every (global) transition system provided by this solution is bounded.

Theorem 4.1. Assume themodel of population protocolswith covering. Even if there is no fault of any kind and even if the counters
of Definition 4.2 are initialized to the same value at once, no bounded generic solution for the non-overlapping re-execution exists.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a bounded generic solution G for the non-overlapping re-execution. By
Definition 4.2, for an infinite set of populations of agents (for every n and for every vector of cover times) G provides an
infinite set of bounded transition systems satisfying the non-overlapping re-execution property. From this set of systems,
we extract an infinite sequence S̄ ≡ S1, S2, . . . with the following properties: (1) for any system Si from S̄, cvmin(Si) ≥
nSi ·(nSi−1)

2 + nSi , where nSi is the number of agents in Si and cvmin(Si) is the minimum cover time in system Si; (2) for any
two systems Si and Sj (from S̄), such that i < j, cvmin in Sj is greater than cvmax in Si.

By the pigeonhole principle and because the systems in S̄ are bounded, we can extract from S̄ an infinite sub-sequence
S̄∗ ≡ S∗

1 , S
∗

2 , . . . such that for any two systems S∗

i and S∗

j , when i < j, the transitions of the agents in S∗

i and S∗

j are the same.
Note that since every system in S̄∗ is bounded, it can neither use n, nor the values of the cover times.

Let us consider an execution e in a system S∗

i from S̄∗. By the non-overlapping re-execution property (b) (Definition 4.1),
there is an agent xwhose counter is incremented infinitely often in e. Then, assume e = e0t0e1t1e2t2e′, where the transitions
t0, t1, t2 cause consecutive increments of the counter of x. Then, by the non-overlapping re-execution property (a), in
t0e1t1e2t2, the counters of all the other agents (of S∗

i ) are incremented at least once (since the counter of x has been
incremented three times).

Let epref = e0t0e1t1e2t2. Let us choose from S̄∗ a system S∗

j , such that i < j, nS∗
j

≥ |epref | and nS∗
j

> nS∗
i
. First, note that,

because S∗

j is also in S̄, epref satisfies the cover time property of S∗

j (since cvmin in S∗

j is greater than cvmax in S∗

i , implying that

all the cover times in S∗

j are greater than the cover times in S∗

i ). Second, recall that cvmin(S∗

j ) ≥

nS∗j
·(nS∗j

−1)

2 + nS∗
j
(because

S∗

j is also in S̄). Hence, cvmin(S∗

j ) − |epref | ≥

nS∗j
·(nS∗j

−1)

2 . Because during
nS∗j

·(nS∗j
−1)

2 events every agent can meet every other
agent, there are enough events (‘‘time’’) after epref (in S∗

j ) to satisfy cvmin(S∗

j ) and every other cv of S∗

j . Thus, there exists an
infinite schedule in S∗

j where epref is a prefix and the cover time property of S∗

j is satisfied in this schedule. For example,
one can get such a schedule by completing epref to get a prefix p of length cvmin(S∗

j ) such that in p, every agent meets every
other agent at least once. Then, repeat p indefinitely. Hence and because the transitions of agents in S∗

i and S∗

j are the same,
epref is a possible prefix of an execution in S∗

j . However, because the population size in S∗

j is strictly greater than in S∗

i , there

4 We emphasize that these imaginary unbounded counters do not reside in the memory of agents. Hence, this does not violate the assumption that the
mobile agents are finite-state.
5 Recall that we assume only cvs implying at least one possible schedule (see Remark 2).
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exists an agent y of S∗

j that does not participate in any event in epref and, in particular, in t0e1t1e2t2. Thus, the counter of y
has not been incremented there. Hence, the non-overlapping re-execution property (a) is not satisfied in the configuration
at the end of epref , in S∗

j . This is a contradiction to the assumption that S∗

j is provided by a bounded generic solution for the
non-overlapping re-execution. �

5. Examples of transformation

In this section, we present several examples of classical (non-self-stabilizing) algorithms that can be used as inputs to
the transformer presented in Section 3 to become self-stabilizing.

The first example is the (non-self-stabilizing) algorithm NSSmaxcv, presented in Section 3, which outputs the estimated
value of cvmax at BS. The corresponding transformed algorithm is called there TServerMax. Two another examples appear
below.

5.1. Minimum finding and leader election

Consider a system in which every agent has some characterizing value and there is a need to find out and mark agents
having a minimum (or maximum) characterizing value. Note that provided that the characterizing value is unique for every
agent, a solution to this problem also provides a commonway for electing a leader. Onemay note that in ourmodel, electing
a leader may be easy. BS could always be the leader. However, it may be undesirable that the leader is known in advance, or
it may be that BS is inappropriate for playing a leader role. For example, consider an application where agents are animals
with attached sensors and given BS is not powerful enough to be a leader. For example, BS is a non-mobile station that has
a very limited communication range. Hence, it may be preferable to find out (in a self-stabilizing way) an animal having a
winning set of characteristics for being a leader.

The specification of the minimum finding problem states that only the agents having the minimum characterizing value
have to be marked as ‘‘winners’’. More precisely, each agent has a status variable with values in {winner, nonwinner}.
Each execution terminates and at the termination (the legal configuration is that) only the agents with the minimum
characterizing value have their variable status set to winner .

We describe and analyze, informally, a simple non-self-stabilizing algorithm MinFinding that solves the minimum
finding problem above. First, a status variable of every agent is initialized to winner . Each time, two agents that have
started the computation meet, the one with the larger characterizing value sets its status variable to nonwinner . We allow
‘‘non-winners’’ being marked as ‘‘winners’’ before the termination, since, anyhow, a future self-stabilizing solution cannot
guarantee that before stabilization.

Consider an agent i that is the first to start in an execution of MinFinding . In at most cvmax events, agent i meets all the
other agents, so they start too. In at most additional cvmax events, an agent with the minimum characterizing value meets
every other agent, so they set their status variables to nonwinner . The status variables of the agents with the minimum
characterizing value, stay unchanged. Since they are initialized to winner , algorithm MinFinding terminates in at most
2 · cvmax events, and the legal configuration is reached. Hence, there is an upper bound WCCMinFinding = 2 · cvmax. In addition,
note thatMinFinding satisfies the requirement that the correct vector of output variables (the status variables) is unique for
a given initial configuration. Also note thatMinFinding is indeed not self-stabilizing, because, if started from a configuration
in which the status variables of all agents are equal to nonwinner , these variables will not change during any execution.
Proposition 5.1. The transformer in Section 3 transforms algorithm MinFinding, with WCCMinFinding = 2 · cvmax, into a self-
stabilizing solution for the minimum finding problem specified above.

5.2. Gathering of information

A detailed presentation of the study of the Gathering Problem (GP) in the model of population protocols with covering
appears in [14]. In GP, each agent has an initial input value. The aim is, for BS, to output the multi-set of these values. Note
that this means we should avoid replication (except in the case where the same value is the input of multiple agents). A
legal configuration is a configuration in which BS has gathered all the inputs (and each, exactly once). In the self-stabilizing
version, BS has to keep forever the correct multi-set from some point of the execution.

In [14], an algorithm TTFM (Transfer to The Faster Marked) is presented for solving GP. This is a one shot, non-stabilizing
algorithm with initialization, providing the same solution in all executions starting with the same set of agents and inputs.
In TTFM , each agent i can store some M values on top of its own initial value. These can be input values of other agents
transferred to i. Every agent transfers its own input value only once. Whenever an agent i transfers a non-own value to
another agent j, the value is copied to j and then, deleted from i’s memory. For the example here, we proceed to describe
just a simplified version of TTFM whereM ≥ n. The algorithm in [14] can handle any size ofM and it is also suitable for the
transformation in this paper.

Thus, in TTFM , each mobile agent, in addition to the memory for the transferred values, has a ‘‘mark’’ bit initialized to 1.
Each time two agents (f and s) meet, the one (s) with a strictly larger cover time sets its own ‘‘mark’’ bit to 0. Then, (only) if
f ’s mark bit is 1 (or f is BS), s transfers to f all the values it holds. This rule ensures that values can be transferred to a faster
agent, only if the latter did not meet (before) a third agent that is yet faster.
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According to [14], the worst case event complexity of the presented algorithm TTFM that assumes a simultaneous start
is 2 · cvmin − |F|, where F is the set of the fastest agents. Then, as is shown in Section 2.3 (and in [14]), when assuming a
non-simultaneous start, the complexity increases by at most additional min(2 · cvmin, cvmax) events.

Proposition 5.2. The transformer in Section 3 transforms algorithm TTFM (forM ≥ n), with WCCTTFM = 2·cvmin+min(2·cvmin,
cvmax), into a self-stabilizing solution for GP.
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